Myocardial Infarction, Unstable Angina, and White Thrombi: Time to Move Forward?
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We are thankful to Silvia Hoirisch-Clapauch for her comments1 on our previous article on venous and arterial thromboses,2 which now give us the opportunity to clarify some important aspects in both papers. In particular, Dr. Hoirisch-Clapauch highlights that white thrombi are observed in the vast majority of patients with unstable angina (UA), whereas they are not seen in other patients with myocardial infarction (MI). However, this is not a clear-cut concept, for at least two reasons.

The current definition of acute myocardial infarct (AMI) is based either on its pathogenesis (thus distinguishing 5 different type of AMI) or on the presence of significant alterations of the ST tract with an electrocardiogram (ECG).3 This latter aspect has allowed the differentiation of AMI into ST-elevation MI (STEMI) and non-STEMI (NSTEMI). Notably, the old concepts of “stable” and “unstable” angina are largely questionable according to our current understanding of AMI.4 This paradigm shift was introduced nearly 10 years ago, after the development of a new generation of immunoassays for measuring cardiac troponins. These have been conventionally called “high-sensitivity” (HS) since their analytical sensitivity has been vastly improved to allow measuring 10- to 100-fold lower cardiac troponin values than with previous techniques, even in healthy subjects with no clinical (or radiological) signs of myocardial injury.5 In a foremost editorial published in the journal Circulation, the two godfathers of modern cardiology, Braunwald and Morrow, have concluded that the introduction of the new cardiac troponin HS immunoassays has allowed the reclassification of the vast majority (if not all) of patients with “previously defined” UA as having an NSTEMI.6 The word “requiem,” as referring to UA in their editorial title, was not used casually. This concept has straightforward significance when applied to studies published before the advent of the cardiac troponin HS immunoassays, such as that published in the New England Journal of Medicine in 1992,7 and cited by Dr. Hoirisch-Clapauch in her letter,1 since it is likely misleading to translate these previous findings to the current and universally accepted definition of acute coronary syndrome. Therefore, continued use of the term UA may contribute to generate confusion since it scarcely reflects the pathophysiology of coronary thrombosis and may also “mean rather different things to different people.”6

The notion that the so-called white thrombi may be absent in patients with some forms of acute coronary syndrome (probably referring to STEMI, given that Dr. Hoirisch-Clapauch appears to have overlooked the recent progress in the definition of AMI) conflicts with other more recent findings. Again, the relevant article cited by Dr. Hoirisch-Clapauch1 was published in 1992 (i.e., more than 25 years ago).7 Since then, much more sophisticated techniques have been used to obtain and analyze intracoronary thrombi, and many ensuing studies have all been concordant to conclude that fibrin and platelets are the leading components of thrombi found in patients with an acute coronary syndrome.5-10 In a recent study, Uchida et al also showed that white thrombi could be detected in as many as 36% of patients with NSTEMI and 21% of those with STEMI, respectively.11 Therefore, asserting that white thrombi may be absent in patients with acute coronary syndrome appears to be in error, when referring to either NSTEMI or STEMI.

As regards the additional concepts expressed by Dr. Hoirisch-Clapauch on the pathogenesis of UA,1 we have previously discussed that this notion is so much marginalized now that it should probably no longer be used. The older bibliography referenced by Dr. Hoirisch-Clapauch (the most recent article being published in 2005) is probably no...
longer relevant in light of the current pathophysiology of acute coronary syndrome, now centered on the use of cardiac troponin HS immunoassays.

Other than the preceding responses, related to earlier parts of the correspondence, we have no specific comments on the role of anxiety and depression in the pathogenesis of acute coronary syndrome. A comprehensive discussion about the interplay between stress and hemostasis has already been published within *Seminars in Thrombosis and Hemostasis*, and we also provided recent updates on the association between cardiovascular disease and mental depression in one of our other articles. It is thus substantially likely that both these conditions (anxiety and depression) may represent putative triggers, or contributing factors, of AMI, although their relationship with the nature and structure of coronary thrombi is currently lacking any reliable scientific evidence.
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